We consider the exterior Cauchy-Dirichlet problem for equivariant wave maps from 3 + 1 dimensional Minkowski spacetime into the three-sphere. Using mixed analytical and numerical methods we show that, for a given topological degree of the map, all solutions starting from smooth finite energy initial data converge to the unique static solution (harmonic map). The asymptotics of this relaxation process is described in detail. We hope that our model will provide an attractive mathematical setting for gaining insight into dissipation-by-dispersion phenomena, in particular the soliton resolution conjecture.
INTRODUCTION
Dissipation of energy by dispersion is the key mechanism of relaxation to a static equilibrium in infinite dimensional Hamiltonian systems on unbounded domains [1] . It occurs in a variety of physical situations ranging from dynamics of gas bubbles in a compressible fluid [2] to formation of black holes in gravitational collapse [3] . Despite great physical importance, mathematical understanding of dissipation by dispersion phenomena is still in its infancy, especially in the non-perturbative regime. Thus, to make progress it would be useful to have a good toy-model of this phenomenon. Among the desired features of such a model we list the following: 1) the evolution equation is as simple as possible, preferably a scalar semilinear equation, 2) solutions are globally regular in time for all reasonable initial data, so that one need not to worry about the development of singularities, 3) the static equilibrium is unique (so that there is no competition between different attractors) and rigid (so that no modulation analysis is needed), 4) the linearization about the static solution has a purely continuous spectrum (no unstable, neutral or oscillatory modes), 5) the linearized waves decay fast enough to start the Duhamel iteration argument (the main technical tool in proving asymptotic stability). If all these properties hold, then it is natural to expect that the static solution is a global attractor, i.e., all solutions converge to it as time goes to infinity while the excess energy is being radiated away to infinity. This is a particularly simple case of the soliton resolution conjecture which asserts that generic global in time solutions of nonlinear dispersive equations resolve asymptotically into a superposition of a coherent structure (solitons) and free radiation [1, 4] .
The purpose of this paper is to propose a model which enjoys all the properties listed above. We hope that the insight gained by studying this model may help in understanding real physical problems. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we define the model. Static solutions are discussed in section 3. In section 4 we describe the spectral properties of the linearized problem. Finally, these analytic results are confronted with numerical simulations in section 5.
MODEL
A map U : M → N from a spacetime (M, g αβ ) into a Riemannian manifold (N , G AB ) is said to be the wave map if it is a critical point of the action
where x α and X A are local coordinates on M and N , respectively. Variation of the action
(1) gives a system of semilinear wave equations
where
the wave operator associated with the metric g αβ and Γ C AB are the Christoffel symbols of the target metric G AB . In this paper we consider the wave maps from M = R 3+1 , the 3 + 1 dimensional Minkowski spacetime, into N = S 3 , the unit 3-sphere. On R 3+1 we use standard spherical coordinates (t, r, θ, φ) and on S 3 we choose polar coordinates X A = (Ψ, Θ, Φ), hence
In addition, we assume that the map U is spherically ℓ-equivariant, that is
where Ω ℓ : S 2 → S 2 is a harmonic eigenmap with eigenvalue ℓ(ℓ + 1) (ℓ ∈ N). Under these assumptions the wave map equation (2) reduces to the single scalar wave equation
where dots and primes denote derivatives with respect to t and r, respectively.
Eq. (5) is invariant under scaling: if u(t, r) is a solution, so is u λ (t, r) = u(t/λ, r/λ). The total conserved energy scales as E[u λ ] = λE [u] , which means Eq.(5) is supercritical and singularities are expected to develop for some initial data. In fact, it is known that Eq. (5) has infinitely many self-similar solutions [5] which are explicit examples of singularities forming in finite time from regular initial data [6] . Moreover, the ground state self-similar solution is stable and acts as an attractor for generic large initial data [7, 8] . Note also that the scaling symmetry precludes existence of nontrivial static solutions. prove that no singularities can form during the evolution). The numerical evidence for the soliton resolution conjecture in the Skyrme model was given in [11] but to our knowledge there is no corresponding rigorous result.
Motivated by a desire to have a simpler model than Skyrme's and yet possessing similar properties we proceed in a different manner. We keep the action unchanged but modify the domain of the wave map. Namely, we consider Eq.(5) outside a ball of radius R, that is for r ≥ R and impose the Dirichlet condition at the boundary u(t, R) = 0 [12] . Hereafter, we choose the unit of length such that R = 1. We are interested in the long-time behavior of solutions starting from smooth initial data with finite energy
Note that finite energy solutions must satisfy the boundary condition at infinity u(t, ∞) = Nπ, where an integer N is the topological degree of the map (sometimes called the winding number). Since the degree cannot change during the evolution, the initial value problem for Eq.(5) breaks into infinitely many disjoint topological sectors labeled by the degree N.
Note also that global regularity in time is automatically guaranteed because by spherical symmetry singularities for Eq. (5) cannot occur for r > 0. In other words, by cutting off the ball from the domain of the map we make the equation effectively subcritical.
Knowing that solutions exist for all times, it is natural to ask how they behave as t → ∞.
Below we show that for each ℓ ∈ N and each N ∈ Z there exist a unique static solution u ℓ,N (r) which is linearly stable. We conjecture that the solution u ℓ,N is a universal global attractor, that is all solutions starting with smooth initial data of degree N asymptotically converge to it. The numerical evidence supporting this conjecture is presented in section 5.
STATIC SOLUTIONS
To study static solutions it is convenient to use new variables x = ln r and v(x) = u(r).
Then, time-independent Eq.(5) takes the autonomous form
which in mechanics describes the motion of a pendulum with constant friction. A regular finite energy solution of degree N corresponds to a trajectory which in the phase plane 
where the coefficients of all higher order terms are determined by the parameter b. Generically the point (0, a) belongs to the basin of attraction of one of the focal points but for isolated values a = a ℓ,N this point lies on the separatrix which runs into the saddle (Nπ, 0) along the stable manifold.
Translating the above analysis back to the original variables we conclude that for each integer N there exists a unique static solution u ℓ,N (r) of Eq. (5) 
The parameters a ℓ,N and b ℓ,N can be determined numerically with the help of a shooting method. A few values of these parameters for different ℓ and N are listed in Table I, while Fig. 2 depicts several profiles u ℓ,N (r). Let us note that the static solutions described above were first found by Balakrishna et al. [12] who used them as a simple model of nucleons. (7) for ℓ = 2. Remark 1. It does not seem feasible to express the solutions u ℓ,N (r) in closed form, however for large ℓ one can obtain a good analytic approximation for u ℓ,1 as follows. Let y = (ℓ + 1)x andv(y) = v(x). Then, in the limit ℓ → ∞ Eq. (7) (to agree with (8)), we obtain the large ℓ approximation v(x) ≈ 2 arctan
which is valid outside the boundary layer of width O(ℓ −1 ) near x = 0. Using matched asymptotics one can systematically match this outer solution to the inner solution satisfying the boundary condition v(0) = 0, v(0) = a ℓ,1 , however for practical purposes the following ad hoc modification (which does not alter the large x asymptotics) is good enough
As shown in Fig. 2 , this approximation is quite accurate already for ℓ = 1. 
LINEARIZATION ABOUT STATIC SOLUTIONS
Substituting u(t, r) = u ℓ,N (r) + w(t, r) into Eq.(5) and linearizing we obtain the evolution equation for small perturbations around the static solution
Assuming harmonic time dependence, w(t, r) = e −iλt ψ(r), we get the eigenvalue problem
for ψ ∈ L 2 ([1, ∞), r 2 dr) and satisfying ψ(1) = 0. The spectrum is purely continuous λ 2 ≥ 0.
To see this, note that ψ(r) = r The linear stability is only the first necessary step in establishing asymptotic stability.
To understand the latter we need to determine the quasinormal modes (also called complex resonances or scattering frequencies), that is solutions of Eq. (12) 
whose exact outgoing solutions are given by the spherical Hankel functions of the first kind
ℓ (λr). Thus, the quantization condition for the eigenfrequencies of quasinormal modes is ψ(1) = h (1) ℓ (λ) = 0 which is a polynomial equation of order ℓ, hence has exactly ℓ roots. For example, using the formulae for the first two spherical Hankel functions
one gets λ = −i for ℓ = 1 and λ = ± √ 3/2 − 3i/2 for ℓ = 2. From the known results on zeros of Hankel's functions it follows that the eigenfrequency of the fundamental quasinormal mode for large ℓ is (see Proposition E.2 in [2] )
where ν = ℓ + 1/2, ζ = 2
3 η 1 , and η 1 ≃ −2.338 is the first zero of the Airy function.
For N = 0 it is not possible to calculate the quasinormal modes analytically, e.g. because the potential V ℓ,N (r) in (12) is not known in closed form, thus we must resort to numerical methods. We use a shooting method which goes as follows. First, we introduce new independent and dependent variables
The advantage of this transformation is two-fold: i) it peels off the oscillatory behavior of ψ(r) at infinity and ii) compactifies the semi-infinite interval 1 ≤ r < ∞ to the finite interval 0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1 (switching the endpoints). In terms of the new variables Eq. (12) becomes
Next, we solve this equation numerically away from the endpoints starting from the desired "initial values". At ρ = 1 the initial value is η(1) = 0 (and an arbitrary nonzero η ′ (1)). At ρ = 0 the desired outgoing solution is defined by the asymptotic expansion
The first finite sum in (18) corresponds to the free outgoing solution. The second infinite sum is the divergent asymptotic series (since ρ = 0 is the irregular singular point) whose coefficients c j (λ, b ℓ,N ) can be calculated recursively using (9) . We use the series (18) to impose the initial value at ρ = 0.1. Note that the unwanted ingoing solution is of the order
, hence it is difficult to keep track of it numerically, especially if |ℑ(λ)| is large.
To suppress the contamination of the initial value at ρ = 0.1 by this exponentially small ingoing admixture it is crucial to compute the series (18) with very high precision. We achieve this precision by the optimal truncation of the asymptotic series (alternatively, the Padé summation could be used). The requirement that the logarithmic derivatives of the two numerical solutions launched from ρ = 0.1 and ρ = 1 join smoothly at a midpoint, say ρ = 0.5, serves as the quantization condition for quasinormal modes. The fundamental eigenfrequencies determined in this manner are listed in Table II . We denote the j-th (j = 0, 1, . . . ) quasinormal eigenfrequency and eigenmode by λ Note that as ℓ increases, the frequencies Ω ℓ,N increase while the damping rates Γ ℓ,N rapidly decrease to zero. This behavior was intuitively to be expected in view of the fact that the potential V ℓ,N (r) becomes narrower and deeper as ℓ grows (see Fig. 3 ) (hence the waves get increasingly squeezed and trapped as ℓ grows). To reassure ourselves and verify independently the above computation we solved numerically the linearized evolution equation (11) . According to the scattering theory, for intermediate times the solution at a fixed point is space can be represented by the sum of quasinormal modes
where the coefficients A j depend on initial data. After a short transient time, all the quasinormal modes but the fundamental one die out (see Fig. 5 ), hence we can readily determine the fundamental eigenfrequency by fitting the exponentially damped sinusoid to the numerical solution. The results of such a fit agree to four (for ℓ = 1, 2) and six (for ℓ ≥ 3) decimal places with the values given in Table II . To compute the parameters of excited modes we applied the Prony method [13] . The outcome of this computation suggests that there are exactly N quasinormal modes about the solution u ℓ,N . Remark 2. For very late times the linear evolution described by Eq.(11) changes character from the quasinormal ringdown (which becomes negligible) to the polynomial decay called a tail. The tail is due to the backscattering of waves at large distances and its decay rate is insensitive to the presence of the ball. According to the linear scattering theory (see e.g. [14] ), for the potential falling off as r −β (β > 3) for large r and compactly supported initial data, the tail decays as t −γ , where γ = 2ℓ + β. In the case at hand, it follows from (9) and (11) that V ℓ,N (r) ∼ r −(2ℓ+4) as r → ∞, hence γ = 4ℓ + 4. We note for completeness that for the initial data which are not compactly supported and fall off polynomially at spatial infinity there is also a direct polynomially decaying in time signal from the data.
In this section we solve numerically Eq. (5) with the Dirichlet boundary condition u(t, 1) = 0 and smooth finite energy initial data of various topological degrees N. The numerical technique is standard. We use the method of lines with a fourth-order Runge-Kutta time integration and fourth-order spatial finite differences. Our computational domain is large enough so that its outer boundary is causally disconnected from the region of interest. To ensure numerical stability, the high frequency modes were damped using the Kreiss-Oliger dissipation. To suppress round-off errors, all simulations were performed in the quadruple (128-bit) arithmetic precision. It is worth stressing that the Dirichlet boundary condition and smoothness imply that the Taylor series expansion at r = 1 takes the form
where a free function a(t) determines recursively all the coefficients of the series. Taken at t = 0, the expansion (20) and its time derivative express the compatibility conditions between the initial values and the Dirichlet boundary condition. Our main observation (illustrated in Fig. 6 ) is that for all ℓ every solution of Eq.(5) satisfying u(t, 1) = 0 and starting from smooth finite energy initial data of degree N converges (in any compact interval) to the static solution u ℓ,N as t → ∞. A rigorous proof (and a precise formulation) of this claim is left as a challenge to the PDE experts.
Below we present some more quantitative aspects of the relaxation process. We focus on pointwise convergence in the timelike direction, that is we look at the time development of u(t, r) at a fixed point in space. We consider two kinds of initial data: (i) spatially localized perturbations of static solutions and (ii) arbitrary initial data with different next-to-leading order asymptotic behavior at spatial infinity than static solutions. We illustrate the case (i) with initial data of the form of the "kicked" static solution
with parameters ε = 0.8, r 0 = 1.5, σ = 0.1, and the case (ii) with initial data
In both cases the intermediate phases of evolution are similar and have the form of quasinormal ringdown, which is dominated by the fundamental quasinormal mode. Thus, this phase is well described by the linearized approximation (see Figs. 7, 8, 9) . both cases the tail decays as t −5 (for ℓ = 1) and as t −(2ℓ+2) (for ℓ ≥ 2). Note that for N ≥ 1, as ℓ increases, the duration of the ringdown phase rapidly increases because the damping rate of the fundamental quasinormal mode decreases while the decay rate of the tail increases.
The late time behavior is more complicated because there are three competing contributions to the tail: two kinds of linear tails mentioned in Remark 2 and the nonlinear tail caused by self-interaction of the field. The latter was described in detail in [15] in the framework of weakly nonlinear perturbation analysis, in particular it was shown there that the nonlinear tail decays as t −5 for ℓ = 1 and as t −(2ℓ+2) for ℓ ≥ 2. For the initial data (21) this tail dominates the late time evolution (Fig. 7) while for the initial data (22) the linear tail coming from the deviation of asymptotic behavior of the data from the static solution is dominating (Fig. 9 ). 
